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ABSTRACT
Medial and Lateral Tibiofemoral Contact Forces for Individuals with High Body Mass Index in
Gait and Cycling Training
Reymil Fernandez

The prevalence of knee osteoarthritis, a degenerative joint disease characterized by the
degradation of articular cartilage, is correlated with the rise in obesity. The rising rates of obesity
in children and adults highlight the need for identifying a sustainable physical activity that
promotes fitness while mitigating initiation and progression of osteoarthritis. The objective of this
study was to determine an effective rehabilitation and lifelong fitness sustainment exercise
regimen that minimize risk of osteoarthritis in individuals with high body mass index (BMI). The
aim was to examine knee medial and lateral contact forces in gait and cycling training. Gait at
self-selected speeds and cycling at moderate resistance were studied using motion analysis in
normal BMI and high BMI participants. Individuals with high BMI exhibited abnormal kinematics
and increased kinetics in gait but neutral knee abduction-adduction angles, lower knee contact
forces, and balanced mediolateral force distribution in cycling. The combination of maladaptive
kinetics (excessive cartilage loading) and altered kinematics (primarily knee adduction angles)
observed in gait for the high BMI cohort demonstrate the profound adverse effect of weight
bearing and impact exercises on knee biomechanics. Exercise rehabilitation modalities should
aim to minimize cartilage loading, correct altered knee angles, and prioritize balanced
mediolateral force distributions in individuals with high BMI. Cycling, a non-weight bearing and
low impact exercise, addresses all these factors because it constrains kinematic patterns with the
pedals and carries significant body weight on the saddle.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Osteoarthritis (OA), a degenerative disease characterized by the gradual deterioration of
cartilage and/or bone tissues in the joints, is a common musculoskeletal disorder affecting
millions of people in the US, where the frequency in the knee joint is the most pervasive
compared to other joints [1]. The likelihood of individuals developing early onset of knee OA has
been linked to abnormal gait patterns [2]. Individuals especially susceptible to abnormal
locomotion biomechanics and, thus, to early initiation of knee OA, include transtibial amputee,
anterior cruciate ligament injured or reconstructive surgery patients, and high body mass index
(BMI) individuals [3-5].
Due to the escalating epidemic of obesity in children and adults, the relationship between
body mass index and incidence of knee OA has been well documented [6-10]. Individuals with
high BMI exhibit altered kinematics and high kinetics during gait in comparison to normal BMI
individuals which may pave the way to gradual deterioration of the articular cartilage [11]. Higher
contact loads, for instance, have been observed in the medial knee region in comparison to the
lateral compartment, suggesting that early progression of OA will initially occur on and propagate
from the medial compartment of the tibial plateau [12]. Biomechanical factors, such as increased
external knee adduction moments, larger external knee flexion moments, and higher knee
adduction angles have also been associated with higher BMI [13-15], all of which likely contribute
to higher contact loads acting on the medial compartment.
Although external knee adduction moments have been the primary surrogate for
examining medial joint contact loads, it is an indirect measure of those contact loads [16-17].
Additionally, decreased external knee adduction moments do not imply decreased medial contact
loads [18]. Contact loads directly communicate loading on the articular cartilage and are
determined by not only external moments but also by additional torques produced by lower-limb
muscles. All of these findings indicate that external adduction moments do not entirely
communicate the biomechanical behavior occurring at the medial and lateral compartments. The
limitation of knee abduction-adduction moments conveys the need for a more direct
1

measurement of medial contact loads in order to rigorously examine medial OA initiation and
progression in individuals with high BMI.
The point contact method is a state-of-the art technique for calculating medial and lateral
contact forces [19-20]. For example, in gait motion, the ground reaction force acting on the foot
produces an external adduction moment about the knee (Fig. 1.1A). The external adduction
moment is then countered by an internal abduction moment that is produced by both muscle
forces and an asymmetric medial to lateral contact load distribution (Fig. 1.1B). The unknown
medial contact force acting at an intercondylar distance is then calculated by balancing the
internal abduction moment and moments produced by the lower-limb muscles (Fig. 1.1C).

Figure 1.1: A schematic depiction for estimating medial contact force. (A) The ground reaction
force (solid arrow) shown in typical gait. (B) The ground reaction force generates an external
adduction moment (solid arrow) that is countered by an internal abduction moment (dashed
arrow). (C) The internal abduction moment is then balanced by moments produced by muscles
and the unknown medial contact force (solid arrow) acting at an intercondylar distance.
Due to advances in biomechanical simulation, inverse dynamics models have recently
been generated that not only improve accuracy of total tibiofemoral contact loads calculations, but
also estimate these compartment loadings using the point contact method. One study has utilized
this inverse dynamics model to predict medial and lateral contact forces in children with high BMI
in gait [21]. Another study has also examined medial contact forces in young adults in cycling
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[22]. However, no study has determined the relationship between medial and lateral contact
forces and BMI in adults with obesity in both gait and cycling with the sole objective of identifying
a safe and sustainable lifelong fitness regimen for OA management and mitigation. While cycling
has been shown to produce reduced knee resultant loadings in comparison to gait in transtibial
amputees [23] and mild-to-moderate knee OA individuals [24], no study has analyzed both medial
and lateral joint contact compressive loadings for high BMI individuals in cycling. The rising rates
of obesity in adults and children highlight the need for identifying sustainable, convenient, safe,
and accessible rehabilitation and fitness training programs that prevent early onset of OA.
The objective of this study was to analyze the relationship between medial, lateral, and
total joint contact compressive forces and BMI in an effort to provide evidence-based guidelines
for rehabilitation and lifelong fitness sustainment exercises that mitigate knee OA in people with
high BMI. The hypotheses were that (1) maximum non-normalized and normalized medial, lateral,
and total contact forces and (2) medial load distribution will differ due to BMI (normal BMI, high
BMI) and exercise (gait, cycling) types.

3

Chapter 2
METHODS
2.1

Participants
All protocols were approved by Cal Poly’s Institutional Review Board and were designed to

minimize risk to all participants.
2.1.1

Participant Demographics

Eight normal BMI (n=8, 6 male, 2 female) and eight high BMI (n=8, 6 male, 2 female)
participants volunteered to perform gait and cycling experiments. A BMI less than 25 kg/m 2 was
classified as normal BMI (mean ± standard deviation = 21.9 ± 2.0, range = 19.1 – 24.0 kg/m 2),
and greater than 30 kg/m2 as high BMI (33.4 ± 2.5, 30.5 – 37.0 kg/m2) [25] . Ages for normal BMI
group ranged from 21 to 34 years old (23.6 ± 4.3). Ages for high BMI group ranged from 18 to 29
years old (22.5 ± 3.9). Participant characteristics for normal and high BMI cohorts are shown in
Table 2.1 and Table 2.2, respectively. Two-sample t-tests were used to investigate differences in
age and height between the two body types (normal BMI, high BMI). No significant differences
were found in age (p=0.591) and height (p=0.814) for normal BMI versus high BMI groups.
Table 2.1: Characteristics of the normal BMI group. All participants were right-leg dominant.
Height
Mass
BMI
Age
Participant ID
Gender
[m]
[kg]
[kg/m2]
[years]
2016Nov05-01
1.79
61
19.1
22
M
2018Jan19-01
1.82
79
24.0
22
M
2018Apr13-01
1.75
70
22.9
23
M
2018Apr24-01
1.63
56
21.3
23
M
2018Apr27-01
1.65
65
23.9
21
M
2018Jun08-01
1.72
69
23.4
21
F
2020Jan31-01
1.63
51
19.1
34
F
1.76
68
21.9
23
M
2020Feb25-01
Average
1.72
65
21.9
23.6
Standard Deviation
0.07
9
2.0
4.3
-
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Table 2.2: Characteristics of the high BMI group. All participants were right-leg dominant.
Height
Mass
BMI
Age
Participant ID
Gender
[m]
[kg]
[kg/m2]
[years]
2017Nov12-01
1.79
114
35.4
21
M
2017May22-01
1.66
89
32.3
21
F
2017Jul18-01
1.83
105
31.5
18
M
2017Jul28-01
1.80
111
34.3
22
M
2018Jul26-02
1.73
92
30.5
21
M
2019Jan23-01
1.61
79
30.8
20
M
2019Feb22-01
1.53
87
37.0
29
F
2021Jun24-01
1.88
126
35.6
28
M
Average
Standard Deviation
2.1.2

1.73
0.12

100
16

33.4
2.5

22.5
3.9

-

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria and Informed Consent

Eligible participants were recruited from the Cal Poly community and screened through a
telephone call or in-person meeting. Inclusion criteria included adults between 18-50 years old
with BMI less than 25 kg/m2 for the normal BMI group, and BMI greater than 30 kg/m2 for the high
BMI group. Participants were ensured to be in good health with no history of
cardiovascular/respiratory diseases, diagnosis of psychiatric illnesses, restrictions in physical
activities, or extreme weight loss/gain in the past six months. Women who were pregnant or were
trying to conceive were excluded. Individuals with pre-existing conditions that produce abnormal
knee loading, such as varus-valgus misalignment, anterior cruciate ligament tear, or other joint
injuries and surgeries were not selected to participate in this study. After screening, participants
came to Cal Poly’s Human Motion Biomechanics (HMB) Lab on the day of the experiment, which
began with the Informed Consent process.
2.2

Experiments
2.2.1

Motion Analysis System

Motion capture experiments were conducted at the HMB Lab. The HMB Lab includes a
complete motion analysis system consisting of 12 optical infrared cameras (Motion Analysis
Corp., Santa Rosa, CA, USA) to track experimental markers, 4 force plates (AccuGait, AMTI,
Watertown, MA, USA) to measure ground reaction forces, and 2 six-axis load cells (AD2.5D,
AMTI) to capture pedal reaction forces. Cortex software (Version 7.01, Motion Analysis Corp.)
5

was utilized to calibrate the optical infrared cameras (6 Owl, 3 Osprey, 2 Kestrel, 1 Eagle), record
motion experiments, and process captured trials. Cameras tracked kinematic marker trajectories
at a rate of 150 Hz in Cortex.
Gait experiments were conducted using the ground reaction force plates, embedded in a
waking platform, to measure the three orthogonal forces and moments produced by foot contact
on the platform. Cycling experiments were performed using a stationary exercise bicycle
(Lifecycle GX, Life Fitness, Schiller Park, IL, USA). Pedals were instrumented with the six-axis
load cells and fitted with a custom marker configuration to track pedal position and orientation
relative to the global coordinate system defined in Cortex [23]. Kinetic reaction forces were
captured at a rate of 150 Hz.
2.2.2

Participant Preparation

Following informed consent, participants changed into tight compression clothing. Height and
mass were measured using a stadiometer and a digital scale, respectively. Participants selfreported their dominant or most favored leg.
Trained graduate students and a Kinesiology faculty member placed 32 markers per an
enhanced Helen Hayes marker set (Fig. 2.1) to track body segmental motions during gait and
cycling exercises. Markers were placed on the upper body, comprising of the top head, acromion,
seventh cervical vertebrae, and sternum. Additional markers were then placed on the pelvis area,
consisting of the sacrum, the anterior superior iliac spine, and the posterior superior iliac spine.
The last group of markers were placed on the lower body, including the greater trochanter,
anterior midthigh, lateral and medial knee condyles, tibial tuberosity, proximal fibula, anterior
midshank, second metatarsal, posterior calcaneus, and lateral and medial ankle malleoli.

6

Figure 2.1: Enhanced Helen Hayes marker set consisting of 32 markers that were placed on
anatomical landmarks as shown [26].
2.2.3

Static Pose Capture

In order to acquire participant-specific joint centers and initial joint orientations, static pose
captures were recorded following marker placement. Participants positioned themselves in their
natural standing posture with their arms bent and raised to capture complete visibility of all 32
markers (Fig. 2.2). Static pose captures were also used to perform scaling in OpenSim (Stanford
University, Palo Alto, CA, USA) to acquire participant-specific anthropometry. Markers placed on
medial region and top of the head were then removed before proceeding to gait and cycling
experiments to avoid markers falling off during dynamic motions.
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Figure 2.2: Static pose in the anterior (left), sagittal (middle), and posterior (right) views.
2.2.4

Dynamic Motion Capture

Gait trials consisted of participants walking across the four force plates at self-selected
walking speeds without footwear. One full gait cycle was defined as the first heel strike to the
second heel strike (0% = 1st heel strike, 100% = 2nd heel strike) of the dominant foot. A gait trial
was deemed successful when each foot was fully placed on each of the force plates that they
contacted. Cycling trials consisted of participants pedaling at a moderate speed of 70 revolutions
per minute with resistance 10 (out of 20 maximum) for 30 seconds. This cadence was specifically
selected to represent average pedaling speed in less-trained cyclists [27]. One full cycle was
defined as the entire full crank revolution from the first top dead center to the second top dead
center (0% = 1st top dead center, 0 degrees; 100% = 2nd top dead center, 360 degrees). A
cycling trial was considered successful when the vertical pedal reaction forces showed a cyclical
pattern in Cortex. Participants repeated both gait and cycling experiments until three successful
captures were recorded. Experimental setups for gait and cycling experiments are illustrated in
Figure 2.3.
8

Figure 2.3: Experimental setup for (left) gait illustrating the walkway equipped with force plates
and (right) cycling showing the stationary bike pedals fitted with six-axis load cells [28].

Figure 2.4: Post-processed static trial in Cortex. Markers on anatomical landmarks shown as
circles. Thigh, leg, and foot bone segments displayed as solid bodies with joint center locations
shown as plus signs.
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2.3

Cortex Processing
2.3.1

Static Trials

Three static trials were post-processed in Cortex where experimental markers floating in
space were identified as per the enhanced Helen Hayes marker protocol (Fig. 2.4). Virtual
markers were created from experimental markers to locate joint centers of two consecutive body
segments.
2.3.2

Dynamic Trials

Processing gait and cycling dynamic trials were similar to processing static trials. Three gait
and three cycling captures were digitized by identifying experimental markers as per the
enhanced Helen Hayes protocol (Fig. 2.5). Modules embedded within Cortex were utilized to
calculate full-body, three-dimensional kinematics and kinetics. Specifically, KinTools RT in Cortex
calculates resultant magnitudes of the three forces (compressive, anterior-posterior and mediallateral shear) and three moments (flexion-extension, abduction-adduction, internal-external)
acting on joint centers and the corresponding joint angles (flexion-extension, abductionadduction, internal-external) [29]. KinTools RT also scales relative body segment masses, center
of mass positions, and radii of gyration according to anthropometric scaling factors [30].
Kinematic data were filtered using a 4th-order Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 6
Hz. Gait and cycling kinetic data were also filtered using a 4th-order Butterworth filter at a cutoff
frequency of 10 Hz.

10

Figure 2.5: (Left) Gait image showing walking platform with four force plates and vertical ground
reaction forces. (Right) Cycling image showing pedals with two load cells and vertical pedal reaction
forces. Markers on anatomical landmarks shown as circles. Bone segments displayed as solid bodies.

2.4

OpenSim Analyses
2.4.1

Medial-Lateral Compartment OpenSim Model

A full-body inverse dynamics model capable of predicting medial and lateral tibiofemoral
contact forces during dynamic activities was used in this study [12]. This model is comprised of
18 body segments, 21 degrees of freedom, and 92 muscle-tendon actuators. This twocompartment model has also been utilized to study muscle function and joint loading in children
[21]. The generic OpenSim workflow for predicting the joint contact loads is illustrated in Figure
2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic illustration of the inverse dynamics modeling workflow in OpenSim to
calculate medial and lateral contact forces. The step inputs (left column) are used in the
analysis tools (boxed column) to generate step outputs (right column). Adapted from [31].
2.4.2

Scaling

The Scaling Tool modifies the generic model to match participant-specific anthropometry by
shifting virtual markers to experimental markers. The length of the right upper leg or femur, for
example, is defined by the distance between the two markers placed on the greater trochanter
and the knee. By matching the distances of paired virtual markers to the paired experimental
markers, the dimensions of each body segment are scaled according to the specific
anthropometry of the participant. Paired markers used to scale individual segments are listed in
Table 2.3.
The scaling process is an iterative method due to shifting 32 markers and correcting those
alterations many times. A participant is considered scaled when the maximum marker errors for
bony landmarks are less than 2 cm and static joint angles match the images taken during static
capture as per the OpenSim documentation guidelines [32] (Fig. 2.2).
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Table 2.3. Paired markers used to scale the two-compartment model to the actual segment
dimension of participants. Markers tabulated are for the right segments of the lower extremity.
Left body segments used left paired markers.
Body Segments
Paired Markers
Torso
Pelvis Width
Pelvis Height
Pelvis Depth
Femur
Tibia
Calcaneus
Talus
2.4.3

Top.Head
R.ASIS
R.ASIS
R.ASIS
R.GTroch
R.Knee
R.Heel
R.Ankle

V.Sacral
L.ASIS
R.PSIS
V.Sacral
R.Knee
R.Ankle
R.Toe
R.Ankle.Med

Inverse Kinematics

The Inverse Kinematics (IK) Tool computes joint angles by matching virtual markers to the
experimental marker trajectories within the time range of interest. IK identifies the best model
orientation that minimizes the sum of weighted squared errors of markers. A marker error is
defined as the distance error between the experimental and virtual marker. The IK solver
attempts to minimize such errors in order to correctly predict kinematics.
The output of IK is a kinematics file with segmental joint angles and pelvis translations. These
joint angles were deemed reasonable if the knee flexion-extension angle visually aligned with the
Cortex result. Additionally, resulting maximum marker error of less than 2 cm were also deemed
reasonable as per the OpenSim documentation [33]. Because scaling affects IK results, the
Scaling Tool was reiterated until the two criteria were met before proceeding to the Reduced
Residual Algorithm Tool.
2.4.4

Reduced Residual Algorithm

The Reduced Residual Algorithm (RRA) Tool corrects kinematics by verifying that joint
accelerations from the inverse kinematics solver are dynamically consistent with the experimental
reaction forces (i.e., ground reaction forces in gait or pedal reaction forces in cycling).
Specifically, RRA employs Newton’s Second Law. However, due to modeling assumptions (e.g.,
limited degrees of freedom in models) and experimental errors (e.g., signal noise in marker data),
Newton’s Second Law is violated unless residual forces are applied at the pelvis origin and
13

introduced into the equation (Eqn. 1). RRA will attempt to minimize these pelvic residuals in order
to satisfy Newton’s Second Law. RRA will then produce corrected kinematics and adjusted
segment masses and modified torso mass centers.
𝑭

+𝑭

= 𝑚𝒂

(Eqn. 1)

RRA was repeated until the recommended threshold residual values were met for gait
simulations [34]. In seated cycling, RRA has been shown to produce pelvic residuals similar to
handlebar and seat loads determined experimentally. It is thus reasonable to conclude that
OpenSim is appropriate for simulating cycling motions [35].
2.4.5

Static Optimization

The Static Optimization (SO) Tool estimates individual muscle activation and force for each
instant in time. Because experimental joint kinematics and ground reaction force data are known,
SO utilizes these known parameters to compute joint torques. Initial muscle force values along
with known muscle moment arms specific to the model are then used to compute initial muscular
moments. SO then iterates this process to find optimal muscle forces until the equality constraint
between joint torques and muscular moments are resolved and the objective function, total
muscle stresses, are minimized. This inverse-based algorithm operates under the assumption
that the human body produces joint torques, a primary objective, while minimizing total muscle
stresses, a secondary objective.
2.4.6

Joint Reaction

The Joint Reaction (JR) Tool computes joint reaction contact forces and moments at the joint
center between consecutive body segments (e.g., femur and pelvis for the hip joint, femur and
tibia for the knee joint). Although models in OpenSim do not incorporate cartilage and ligament
structures, joint loads reflect the contribution of these un-modeled tissues during any simulated
motion. These loads can also be expressed in the parent, child, or ground frame – knee joint
forces and moments were expressed on the tibia segment, which is considered the child frame.
The two-compartment model also decomposed the total tibiofemoral contact forces into loads
acting on the medial and lateral compartments (Fig. 2.7).
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Medial, lateral, and total contact forces for the dominant leg were examined over one full gait
cycle (0% = 1st heel strike, 100% = 2nd heel strike) and one full cycling crank revolution (0% =
1st top dead center, 0 degrees; 100% = 2nd top dead center, 360 degrees). Medial load share
was computed as the average ratio of the medial contact force to total contact force during
significant weight-bearing in gait (10% to 50% gait cycle) [21] and during the power phase in
cycling (10% to 50% percent cycle or 0 degrees to 180 degrees crank angles) [22]. Maximum
joint contact loads and percent medial load share in three gait trials or three full cycling crank
revolutions were then averaged for each participant.

Figure 2.7: Total contact forces resolved into medial and lateral contact forces (solid black
arrows) and applied on their respective compartments in gait (left) and cycling (right).
2.5

Statistical Analyses
2.5.1

Two-Sample t-Test

Two-sample t-tests were used to investigate differences in walking speed between the two
BMI (normal BMI, high BMI).
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2.5.2

Two-Factor Analysis of Variance

Two-factor repeated measures of variance (ANOVA) with post-hoc Tukey tests at 95%
confidence were conducted on the normalized and non-normalized maximum total, medial, and
lateral joint contact forces to investigate if significant differences existed due to BMI (normal BMI,
high BMI) and exercise (gait, cycling). A Bonferroni adjustment of three was applied to account
for the three different contact loads (total, medial, and lateral contact forces) Another ANOVA with
post-hoc Tukey tests at 95% confidence was used to investigate differences in percent medial
load share due to BMI and exercise types.
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Chapter 3
RESULTS

3.1

Normal BMI Gait Self-Selected Speed vs. High BMI Gait Self-Selected Speed
There existed no significant difference between normal BMI gait self-selected speed and high

BMI gait self-selected speed (p=0.785) (Fig. 3.1). The self-selected speed for normal BMI and
high BMI individuals were 1.24 ± 0.10 m/s and 1.26 ± 0.16 m/s, respectively.

Figure 3.1: Average gait self-selected speed [m/s]. Mean ± one standard deviation values shown.
3.2

Normal BMI Non-Normalized Kinetics vs. High BMI Non-Normalized Kinetics
Maximum non-normalized medial contact forces were significantly different in gait vs. cycling

for both participant types (p<0.001) (Fig. 3.2). No significant differences were found in nonnormalized medial contact forces due to participant types in gait (p=0.063) and cycling (p=0.978)
(Fig. 3.2). Maximum non-normalized lateral contact forces were significantly different in gait vs.
cycling for high BMI (p<0.001), but not in normal BMI participants (p=0.103). There also existed
significant differences in non-normalized lateral contact forces for normal BMI versus high BMI in
gait (p=0.005), but not in cycling (p=0.396) (Fig. 3.2). Maximum non-normalized total contact
forces were significantly different in gait vs. cycling for both participant types (p<0.001). There
also existed significant differences in non-normalized total contact forces for normal BMI versus
high BMI in gait (p=0.0159), but not in cycling (p=0.822) (Fig. 3.3).
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Figure 3.2: Maximum non-normalized medial contact forces (left) and lateral contact forces
(right) [N]. Mean ± one standard deviation values shown. * = significance due to exercise type
within a participant group (gait vs. cycling; p<0.0167). + = significance due to participant status
within an exercise (normal BMI vs. high BMI; p<0.0167).

Figure 3.3: Maximum non-normalized total contact forces [N]. Mean ± one standard deviation
values shown. * = significance due to exercise type within a group (gait vs. cycling; p<0.0167).
+ = significance due to participant status within an exercise (normal BMI vs. high BMI; p<0.0167).
3.3

Normal BMI Normalized Kinetics vs. High BMI Normalized Kinetics
Maximum normalized medial contact forces were significantly different in gait vs. cycling for

all participant types (p<0.001) (Fig. 3.4). No significant differences were found in normalized
medial contact forces because of participant types in gait (p=0.423) and cycling (p=0.999) (Fig.
3.4). Maximum normalized lateral contact forces were significantly different in gait vs. cycling for
normal BMI (p=0.004) and high BMI (p<0.001) participants. No significant differences were found
in normalized lateral contact forces because of participant types in gait (p=0.707) and
18

cycling (p=0.998) (Fig. 3.4). Maximum normalized total contact forces were significantly different
in gait vs. cycling for all participant types (p<0.001). No significant differences were found in
normalized total contact forces because of participant types in gait (p=0.991) and
cycling (p=1.000) (Fig. 3.5).

Figure 3.4: Maximum normalized medial (left) and lateral contact forces (right) [N/N]. Mean ±
one standard deviation values shown. * = significance due to exercise type within a group (gait
vs. cycling; p<0.0167).

Figure 3.5: Maximum normalized total contact forces (right) [N/N]. Mean ± one standard deviation
values shown. * = significance due to exercise type within a group (gait vs. cycling; p<0.0167).
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3.4

Normal BMI Percent Medial Load Share vs. High BMI Percent Medial Load Share
Percent medial load share were significantly different in gait vs. cycling for both participant

types (p<0.001) (Fig. 3.6). No significant differences were found in percent medial load share due
to participant types in gait (p=0.933) and cycling (p=0.636) (Fig. 3.6).

Figure 3.6: Percent medial load share computed as the average ratio of the medial contact force
to total contact force during significant weight-bearing in gait (10% to 50% gait cycle) and during
the power phase in cycling (10% to 50% cycle). * = significance due to exercise type within a
group (gait vs. cycling; p<0.05).
3.5

Other Results
Kinematics mean results with standard deviation bands for normal BMI and high BMI

participants in gait and cycling can be found in Appendix A.
Non-normalized and normalized kinetics of mean results with standard deviation bands can
be found in Appendix B. Box and whisker plots of maximum non-normalized medial, lateral, and
total contact forces in gait and cycling are shown in Appendix C. Appendix D summarizes Minitab
outputs and p-values for the two-factor repeated measures of variance with post-hoc Tukey tests
at 95% for testing the first and second hypotheses.
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Chapter 4
DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to analyze the relationship between medial, lateral, and
total joint contact compressive forces and BMI in an effort to provide evidence-based guidelines
for rehabilitation and lifelong fitness sustainment exercises that mitigate knee OA in individuals
with high BMI. The first hypothesis of the current study was that maximum non-normalized and
normalized medial, lateral, and total contact forces will differ due to BMI (normal BMI, high BMI)
and exercise (gait, cycling) types. The results partially support the first hypothesis as nonnormalized and normalized contact forces differed due to exercise types, but not BMI.
Specifically, non-normalized and normalized medial, lateral, and total contact forces were
significantly different in gait versus cycling in normal BMI and high BMI individuals. Additionally,
non-normalized lateral and total contact forces differed in normal BMI versus high BMI cohorts in
gait and cycling exercises. The second hypothesis of the present study was that percent medial
load share will differ due to BMI (normal BMI, high BMI) and exercise type (gait, cycling). The
results also partially support the second hypothesis as percent medial load share only differed in
gait versus cycling for normal BMI and high BMI individuals.
A novel feature of this study was that it was the first to examine the relationship between
medial, lateral, and total joint contact compressive forces and BMI in gait and cycling exercises in
order to promote fitness while mitigating initiation and progression of knee OA in high BMI
individuals. By quantifying non-normalized and normalized contact forces, this study aimed to
gain a more informed clinical understanding of the mechanical pathway by which increased BMI
may lead to the pathogenesis of knee OA.
The significant findings in non-normalized and normalized contact forces due to exercise
types, but not due to BMIs are likely attributable to the observed kinematics in gait versus cycling.
Lower contact loadings may be largely due to the fact that cycling is a non-weight bearing and
low impact exercise that constrains kinematic patterns with the pedals and carries significant
body weight on the saddle. Indeed, changes in kinematic patterns were observed in the high BMI
group when juxtaposing knee abduction-adduction angles in gait versus cycling exercise. Gait
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produced primarily knee adduction angles throughout the entirety of the gait cycle, while cycling
exhibited more neutral knee alignment angles in both power and recovery phases in the high BMI
group (Fig. A.2). Adduction angles in gait likely produced more excessive loading in the medial
compartment as opposed to the lateral region. Additionally, approximately 80% and 45% of the
total tibiofemoral compressive forces acted on the medial compartment of the tibial plateau in gait
and cycling, respectively. The percent medial load share in adult gait of the current study is
consistent with findings in children with obesity [21]. The balanced mediolateral compressive
forces in cycling is likely attributable to the observed neutral knee adduction-abduction angles in
this exercise as cycling inherently constrains kinematic patterns via the pedals. Kinematic gait
results for the high BMI cohort support [36] and contradict [37] previous research. These
equivocal kinematic findings may be due to unaccounted marker-based error inherent in human
movement analysis, which is the relative motions between markers and anatomical landmarks
due to soft tissue artifact. Soft tissue artifact tends to be more severe in individuals with high BMI
due to increased tissue adiposity, further complicating knee angles calculations [38].
In addition, significance in non-normalized lateral contact forces in gait for the normal BMI
versus high BMI groups may be explained by compromised lower-limb muscle functions observed
in individuals with obesity [39]. In addition to generating a majority of the force on the lateral
compartment, muscle groups composed of the quadriceps and gastrocnemii muscles provide the
most resistance to knee external adduction moments in walking [40-41]. The hamstrings,
gastrocnemii, and quadriceps groups are also responsible for generating sufficient frontal plane
stability in healthy human gait [19]. Indeed, studies found that quadriceps strength normalized to
body mass or fat-free mass was lower in high BMI compared to normal BMI participants, despite
being greater as a non-normalized variable [39,42]. Studies also indicate that vasti and gluteus
medialis muscles were particularly at risk to weakness and muscle overload/fatigue at greater or
preferred walking speed in high BMI individuals [43].
The clinical implication of the current study suggest that cycling is the preferred exercise
over gait because cycling reduces medial and lateral tibiofemoral contact loads and generates
symmetric knee compartment loading distributions. The implication of this finding is especially
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important because initial cartilage degeneration generally occurs on and propagates from the
medial compartment in high BMI individuals [44-45]. Furthermore, 85% to 90% of total knee
arthroplasty patients require such surgical procedure because their medial cartilage has eroded
[45]. Previous studies also show that individuals with higher BMI are associated with higher tibial
cartilage defects, lower tibial cartilage thickness, and increased tibiofemoral cartilage strains
compared to normal BMI individuals [46-47]. Minimizing these cartilage loads is thus critical
because articular cartilage has limited capacity for self-repair once damaged [48-49]. Cycling is
the preferred rehabilitation and lifelong fitness sustainment exercise because it reduces cartilage
loads and, consequently, may mitigate degradation of cartilage and prevent initiation of knee OA.
The current study reinforces that cycling, rather than gait, may be the more effective exercise
option for individuals with higher BMI due to its low impact and non-weight bearing features.
There were several limitations in the present study. The first limitation involves markerbased error inherent in motion capture experiments. Soft tissue artifact may have caused relative
movement between anatomical landmarks and skin/clothing, which contributes error to kinematic
data collections. Marker-based error also tends to be greater for individuals with high BMI due to
greater mass tissue adiposity as opposed to normal BMI individuals [38]. This likely explains
inconsistent knee angles in high BMI individuals reported across different studies [36-37]. Future
studies should aim to correct for soft tissue artifact by utilizing contemporary correction algorithms
[50-51]. Nevertheless, the present study reduced soft tissue artifact by providing all participants
with proper and tight compression clothing to minimize skin/clothing deformation and
displacement. Skin-based marker studies are also generally susceptible to marker placement
error (e.g., knee markers placed too anteriorly or too posteriorly), which has been identified to be
another source of error in human movement analysis [28]. Marker placement error at the knee
causes a phenomenon called kinematic crosstalk that results in a misalignment in the flexionextension and adduction-abduction axes, which generally leads to incorrect knee
adduction/abduction angles [28]. However, the present study minimized cross talk by ensuring
that a trained and experienced Kinesiology faculty member was present when placing the 32
retroreflective markers on anatomical landmarks.
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A second limitation in the present study includes optimization techniques and modeling in
OpenSim. A static optimization algorithm, rather than an electromyography (EMG) approach
called computed muscle control (CMC), was employed to estimate muscle forces. The CMC
approach predicts a set of muscle excitations required by each muscle group to produce the
observed kinematics during dynamic motions. CMC tends to be more participant-specific than SO
because it specifically estimates muscle forces derived from experimentally collected EMG
signals. Several studies, however, have suggested that SO and CMC practically estimate
identical muscle excitation patterns in normal gait [52-54]. A recent study has also utilized an SOdriven approach to calculate medial and lateral contact compressive forces in cycling by varying
inter-pedal distance in young adults [22], suggesting the practical use of a SO-driven approach to
estimate mechanical loads for exercises with high flexion angles. There also exists another
modelling limitation of unaccounted anthropometric differences in the present study, such as
tibiofemoral alignment and medial-lateral contact locations. Knee compartment forces tend to
vary in magnitude by changing medial-lateral contact point locations [12]. Future studies should
utilize anterioposterior radiographs to determine participant-specific contact locations and
tibiofemoral alignment to estimate compartment mechanical loads with more accuracy.
A third limitation in the study is the assumption that kinetics and kinematics in gait at selfselected speeds versus cycling at moderate intensity are biomechanically comparable. In a
preliminary experiment of measured energy expenditure (EE) between the two exercises, it was
found that EE average in gait versus cycling were 4.17 and 3.62 kCal·min-1, respectively. The
closeness in EE values seem to suggest that cycling at moderate intensity (i.e., resistance 10 of
20) is essentially similar to gait at self-selected speed. Regardless, a future study should
determine the precise cycling resistance level that is equivalent to energy expenditure or power
output observed in gait at preferred walking speed.
In conclusion, the objective of this study was to determine an effective rehabilitation and
lifelong fitness sustainment exercise regimen that minimize risk of osteoarthritis in individuals with
high BMI. The aim was to examine knee medial and lateral contact forces in gait and cycling
training. Gait at self-selected speeds and cycling at moderate resistance were studied using
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motion analysis in normal BMI and high BMI participants. Individuals with high BMI exhibited
abnormal kinematics and increased kinetics in gait but neutral knee abduction-adduction angles,
decreased knee contact forces, and balanced mediolateral force distribution in cycling. The
combination of maladaptive kinetics (excessive cartilage loading) and altered kinematics
(primarily knee adduction angles) observed in gait for the high BMI cohort demonstrate the
profound adverse effect of weight bearing and impact exercises on knee biomechanics. Exercise
rehabilitation modalities should aim to minimize cartilage loading, correct altered knee angles,
and prioritize balanced mediolateral force distributions in individuals with high BMI. Cycling, a
non-weight bearing and low impact exercise, addresses all these factors because it constrains
kinematic patterns with the pedals and carries significant body weight on the saddle.
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Appendix A: Averaged Kinematics Plots

A.1: Knee Flexion Angle

Figure A.1: Mean ± one standard deviation knee flexion-extension angle [degrees] for normal
BMI (solid) and high BMI (dashed) participants in gait (left) and cycling (right). Knee flexion
angles signified as positive values.
A.2: Knee Adduction-Abduction Angle

Figure A.2: Mean ± one standard deviation knee adduction-abduction angle [degrees] for normal
BMI (solid) and high BMI (dashed) participants in gait (left) and cycling (right). Knee adduction
angles signified as positive values.
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Appendix B: Averaged Non-Normalized and Normalized Contact Forces Plots

B.1: Non-Normalized Contact Forces Plots

Figure B.1: Mean ± one standard deviation non-normalized medial (top), lateral (middle), and
total (bottom) contact forces [N] for normal BMI (solid) and high BMI (dashed) participants in gait
(left) and cycling (right).
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Appendix B: Averaged Non-Normalized and Normalized Contact Forces Plots

B.2: Normalized Contact Forces Plots

Figure B.2: Mean ± one standard deviation normalized medial (top), lateral (middle), and total
(bottom) contact forces [N/N] for normal BMI (solid) and high BMI (dashed) participants in gait (left)
and cycling (right).
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Appendix B: Averaged Non-Normalized and Normalized Contact Forces Plots

B.3: Non-Normalized External Knee Adduction Moment Plots

Figure B.3: Mean ± one standard deviation non-normalized external knee adduction moment [Nm] for normal BMI (solid) and high BMI (dashed) participants in gait (left) and cycling (right).
B.4: Normalized External Knee Adduction Moment Plots

Figure B.4: Mean ± one standard deviation normalized external knee adduction moment
[N-m/N-m] for normal BMI (solid) and high BMI (dashed) participants in gait (left) and cycling
(right).
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Appendix B: Averaged Non-Normalized and Normalized Contact Forces Plots

B.5: Percent Medial Load Share Plot

Figure B.5: Mean ± one standard deviation percent medial load share [N/N] for normal BMI
(solid) and high BMI (dashed) participants in gait (left) and cycling (right).
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Appendix C: Non-Normalized and Normalized Contact Forces Box and Whisker Plots

C.1: Box and Whisker Plots of Non-Normalized Contact Forces in Gait

Figure C.1: Box and whisker plots of maximum non-normalized medial, lateral, and total
contact forces in gait. Gray and black box outlines represent normal BMI and high BMI
participants, respectively.
C.2: Box and Whisker Plots of Non-Normalized Contact Forces in Cycling

Figure C.2: Box and whisker plots of maximum non-normalized medial, lateral, and total contact
forces in gait. Circular symbols indicate outliers. Gray and black box outlines represent normal
BMI and high BMI participants, respectively.
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Appendix C: Non-Normalized and Normalized Contact Forces Box and Whisker Plots

C.3: Box and Whisker Plots of Normalized Contact Forces in Gait

Figure C.3: Box and whisker plots of maximum normalized medial, lateral, and total contact
forces in gait. Gray and black box outlines represent normal BMI and high BMI participants,
respectively.
C.4: Box and Whisker Plots of Normalized Contact Forces in Cycling

Figure C.4: Box and whisker plots of maximum normalized medial, lateral, and total contact
forces in gait. Gray and black box outlines represent normal BMI and high BMI participants,
respectively.
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Appendix C: Non-Normalized and Normalized Contact Forces Box and Whisker Plots

C.5: Box and Whisker Plots of Percent Medial Load Share in Gait and Cycling

Figure C.5: Box and whisker plots of percent medial load share for gait and cycling. Gray and
black box outlines represent normal BMI and high BMI participants, respectively.
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Appendix D: Non-Normalized and Normalized Contact Forces Statistical Summary

D.1: Non-Normalized Medial Contact Forces Two-Factor Repeated Measures ANOVA with
Post-hoc Tukey Test
Method
Factor coding

(-1, 0, +1)

Factor Information
Factor
Type
Subject Type Fixed
Exercise
Fixed

Levels Values
2 Normal BMI, High BMI
2 Cycling, Gait

Analysis of Variance
Source
Subject Type
Exercise
Subject
Type*Exercise
Error
Total

DF
1
1
1

Adj SS
Adj MS
1177345 1177345
36525605 36525605
638450
638450

28
31

7221618
45563018

F-Value
4.56
141.62
2.48

P-Value
0.042
0.000
0.127

257915

Tukey Simultaneous Tests for Differences of Means
Difference of Subject Type*Exercise Levels
(Normal BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (High BMI Cycling)

Difference
of Means
1854
101
2520
-1753
666
2419

SE of
Difference
254
254
254
254
254
254

Difference of Subject Type*Exercise Levels
(Normal BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (High BMI Cycling)

T-Value
7.30
0.40
9.93
-6.90
2.62
9.53

Adjusted
P-Value
0.0000
0.9782
0.0000
0.0000
0.0631
0.0000

Simultaneous
95% CI
(1161, 2547)
(-592, 794)
(1827, 3213)
(-2446, -1060)
(-27, 1359)
(1726, 3112)

Figure D.1: Two-factor repeated measures ANOVA and post-hoc Tukey test for non-normalized
maximum medial contact forces between gait and cycling for normal BMI and high BMI cohorts.
Significance due to exercise type within a group (gait vs. cycling; p<0.0167) or due to participant
status within an exercise (normal BMI vs. high BMI; p<0.0167) are bolded. Bonferroni adjustment
of three was applied to account for the three different mechanical loads.
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Appendix D: Non-Normalized and Normalized Contact Forces Statistical Summary

D.2: Non-Normalized Lateral Contact Forces Two-Factor Repeated Measures ANOVA with
Post-hoc Tukey Test
Method
Factor coding

(-1, 0, +1)

Factor Information
Factor
Subject Type
Exercise

Type
Fixed
Fixed

Levels Values
2 Normal BMI, High BMI
2 Cycling, Gait

Analysis of Variance
Source
Subject Type
Exercise
Subject
Type*Exercise
Error
Total

DF
1
1
1

Adj SS
1151783
1943899
180751

Adj MS
1151783
1943899
180751

28
31

2304790
5581222

82314

F-Value
13.99
23.62
2.20

P-Value
0.001
0.000
0.150

Tukey Simultaneous Tests for Differences of Means
Difference of Subject Type*Exercise Levels
(Normal BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (High BMI Cycling)
Difference of Subject Type*Exercise Levels
(Normal BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (High BMI Cycling)

Difference
of Means
343
229
872
-114
530
643
T-Value
2.39
1.60
6.08
-0.79
3.69
4.48

SE of
Difference
143
143
143
143
143
143
Adjusted
P-Value
0.1027
0.3964
0.0000
0.8578
0.0050
0.0006

Simultaneous
95% CI
(-49, 734)
(-162, 621)
(481, 1264)
(-505, 278)
(138, 921)
(252, 1035)

Figure D.2: Two-factor repeated measures ANOVA and post-hoc Tukey test for non-normalized
maximum lateral contact forces between gait and cycling for normal BMI and high BMI cohorts.
Significance due to exercise type within a group (gait vs. cycling; p<0.0167) or due to participant
status within an exercise (normal BMI vs. high BMI; p<0.0167) are bolded. Bonferroni adjustment
of three was applied to account for the three different mechanical loads.
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Appendix D: Non-Normalized and Normalized Contact Forces Statistical Summary

D.3: Non-Normalized Total Contact Forces Two-Factor Repeated Measures ANOVA with
Post-hoc Tukey Test
Method
Factor coding

(-1, 0, +1)

Factor Information
Factor
Subject Type
Exercise

Type
Fixed
Fixed

Levels Values
2 Normal BMI, High BMI
2 Cycling, Gait

Analysis of Variance
Source
Subject Type
Exercise

DF
1
1

Subject
Type*Exercise
Error
Total

1
28
31

Adj SS Adj MS
4843828 4843828
48471858 4847185
8
1610115 1610115
16185562
71111364

F-Value
8.38
83.85

P-Value
0.007
0.000

2.79

0.106

578056

Tukey Simultaneous Tests for Differences of Means
Difference of Subject Type*Exercise Levels
(Normal BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (High BMI Cycling)

Difference
of Means
2013
329
3240
-1683
1227
2910

Difference of Subject Type*Exercise Levels
(Normal BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (High BMI Cycling)

T-Value
5.29
0.87
8.52
-4.43
3.23
7.66

SE of
Difference
380
380
380
380
380
380

Simultaneous
95% CI
(975, 3050)
(-708, 1367)
(2202, 4277)
(-2721, -646)
(189, 2264)
(1873, 3948)

Adjusted
P-Value
0.0001
0.8218
0.0000
0.0007
0.0159
0.0000

Figure D.3: Two-factor repeated measures ANOVA and post-hoc Tukey test for non- normalized
maximum total contact forces between gait and cycling for normal BMI and high BMI cohorts.
Significance due to exercise type within a group (gait vs. cycling; p<0.0167) or due to participant
status within an exercise (normal BMI vs. high BMI; p<0.0167) are bolded. Bonferroni adjustment
of three was applied to account for the three different mechanical loads.
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Appendix D: Non-Normalized and Normalized Contact Forces Statistical Summary

D.4: Normalized Medial Contact Forces Two-Factor Repeated Measures ANOVA with
Post-hoc Tukey Test
Method
Factor coding

(-1, 0, +1)

Factor Information
Factor
Subject Type
Exercise

Type Levels Values
Fixed
2 Normal BMI, High BMI
Fixed
2 Cycling, Gait

Analysis of Variance
Source
Subject Type
Exercise
Subject
Type*Exercise
Error
Total

DF Adj SS Adj MS
1 0.3790 0.3790
1 56.8774 56.8774
1 0.2669 0.2669
28 7.4750
31 64.9983

F-Value P-Value
1.42
0.243
213.05
0.000
1.00
0.326

0.2670

Tukey Simultaneous Tests for Differences of Means
Difference of Subject Type*Exercise Levels
(Normal BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (High BMI Cycling)

Difference
of Means
2.849
-0.035
2.449
-2.884
-0.400
2.484

Difference of Subject Type*Exercise Levels
(Normal BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (High BMI Cycling)

T-Value
11.03
-0.14
9.48
-11.16
-1.55
9.61

SE of
Difference
0.258
0.258
0.258
0.258
0.258
0.258

Simultaneous
95% CI
(2.144, 3.554)
(-0.740, 0.670)
(1.744, 3.154)
(-3.589, -2.179)
(-1.105, 0.305)
(1.779, 3.189)

Adjusted
P-Value
0.0000
0.9991
0.0000
0.0000
0.4228
0.0000

Figure D.4: Two-factor repeated measures ANOVA and post-hoc Tukey test for normalized
maximum medial contact forces between gait and cycling for normal BMI and high BMI
cohorts. Significance due to exercise type within a group (gait vs. cycling; p<0.0167) or due to
participant status within an exercise (normal BMI vs. high BMI; p<0.0167) are bolded.
Bonferroni adjustment of three was applied to account for the three different mechanical loads.
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Appendix D: Non-Normalized and Normalized Contact Forces Statistical Summary

D.5: Normalized Lateral Contact Forces Two-Factor Repeated Measures ANOVA with
Post-hoc Tukey Test
Method
Factor coding

(-1, 0, +1)

Factor Information
Factor
Subject Type
Exercise

Type
Fixed
Fixed

Levels Values
2 Normal BMI, High BMI
2 Cycling, Gait

Analysis of Variance
Source
Subject Type
Exercise
Subject
Type*Exercise
Error
Total

DF
1
1
1

Adj SS
0.06038
2.69700
0.02940

Adj MS
0.06038
2.69700
0.02940

28
31

2.10544
4.89222

0.07519

F-Value
0.80
35.87
0.39

P-Value
0.378
0.000
0.537

Tukey Simultaneous Tests for Differences of Means
Difference of Subject Type*Exercise Levels
(Normal BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (High BMI Cycling)

Difference
of Means
0.520
0.026
0.668
-0.494
0.148
0.641

SE of
Difference
0.137
0.137
0.137
0.137
0.137
0.137

Difference of Subject Type*Exercise Levels
(Normal BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (High BMI Cycling)

T-Value
3.79
0.19
4.87
-3.60
1.08
4.68

Adjusted
P-Value
0.0039
0.9975
0.0002
0.0063
0.7068
0.0004

Simultaneous
95% CI
(0.146, 0.894)
(-0.348, 0.400)
(0.293, 1.042)
(-0.868, -0.120)
(-0.227, 0.522)
(0.267, 1.015)

Figure D.5: Two-factor repeated measures ANOVA and post-hoc Tukey test for normalized
maximum medial contact forces between gait and cycling for normal BMI and high BMI cohorts.
Significance due to exercise type within a group (gait vs. cycling; p<0.0167) or due to participant
status within an exercise (normal BMI vs. high BMI; p<0.0167) are bolded. Bonferroni adjustment
of three was applied to account for the three different mechanical loads.
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Appendix D: Non-Normalized and Normalized Contact Forces Statistical Summary

D.6: Normalized Total Contact Forces Two-Factor Repeated Measures ANOVA with
Post-hoc Tukey Test
Method
Factor coding

(-1, 0, +1)

Factor Information
Factor
Subject Type
Exercise

Type
Fixed
Fixed

Levels Values
2 Normal BMI, High BMI
2 Cycling, Gait

Analysis of Variance
Source
Subject Type
Exercise
Subject
Type*Exercise
Error
Total

DF
1
1
1

Adj SS
0.0176
72.4507
0.0270

Adj MS
0.0176
72.4507
0.0270

28
31

13.7993
86.2946

0.4928

F-Value
0.04
147.01
0.05

P-Value
0.852
0.000
0.817

Tukey Simultaneous Tests for Differences of Means
Difference of Subject Type*Exercise Levels
(Normal BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (High BMI Cycling)

Difference
of Means
3.067
0.011
2.962
-3.056
-0.105
2.951

SE of
Difference
0.351
0.351
0.351
0.351
0.351
0.351

Difference of Subject Type*Exercise Levels
(Normal BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (High BMI Cycling)

T-Value
8.74
0.03
8.44
-8.71
-0.30
8.41

Adjusted
P-Value
0.0000
1.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.9905
0.0000

Simultaneous
95% CI
(2.109, 4.026)
(-0.947, 0.969)
(2.004, 3.921)
(-4.014, -2.098)
(-1.063, 0.853)
(1.993, 3.909)

Figure D.6: Two-factor repeated measures ANOVA and post-hoc Tukey test for normalized
maximum total contact forces between gait and cycling for normal BMI and high BMI cohorts.
Significance due to exercise type within a group (gait vs. cycling; p<0.0167) or due to
participant status within an exercise (normal BMI vs. high BMI; p<0.0167) are bolded.
Bonferroni adjustment of three was applied to account for the three different mechanical loads.
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Appendix D: Non-Normalized and Normalized Contact Forces Statistical Summary

D.7: Percent Medial Load Share Two-Factor Repeated Measures ANOVA with Post-hoc
Tukey Test
Method
Factor coding (-1, 0, +1)

Factor Information
Factor
Type Levels Values
Subject Type Fixed
2 Normal BMI, High BMI
Exercise
Fixed
2 Cycling, Gait

Analysis of Variance
Source
Subject Type
Exercise
Subject
Type*Exercise
Error
Total

DF
1
1
1

Adj SS Adj MS F-Value
28.7
28.7
0.18
10764.1 10764.1
67.46
254.8
254.8
1.60

28
31

4468.0
15515.6

P-Value
0.675
0.000
0.217

159.6

Tukey Simultaneous Tests for Differences of Means
Difference
of Means
42.33
7.54
38.58
-34.79
-3.75
31.04

Difference of Subject Type*Exercise Levels
(Normal BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (High BMI Cycling)

Difference of Subject Type*Exercise Levels
(Normal BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Cycling)
(High BMI Cycling) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (Normal BMI Gait)
(High BMI Gait) - (High BMI Cycling)

T-Value
6.70
1.19
6.11
-5.51
-0.59
4.91

SE of
Difference
6.32
6.32
6.32
6.32
6.32
6.32

Simultaneous
95% CI
(25.09, 59.56)
(-9.70, 24.78)
(21.34, 55.81)
(-52.03, -17.55)
(-20.99, 13.49)
(13.80, 48.28)

Adjusted
P-Value
0.000
0.636
0.000
0.000
0.933
0.000

Figure D.7: Two-factor repeated measures ANOVA and post-hoc Tukey test for percent medial
load share between gait and cycling for normal BMI and high BMI cohorts. Significance due to
exercise type within a group (gait vs. cycling; p<0.0167) or due to participant status within an
exercise (normal BMI vs. high BMI; p<0.0167) are bolded. Bonferroni adjustment of three was
applied to account for the three different mechanical loads.
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Appendix E: Energy Expenditure for Self-Selected Speed in Gait and Resistance Ten in Cycling
Training

In order to properly investigate differences in kinematics and kinetics for gait and cycling,
the energy expenditures (EE) for both exercises must be comparable. Average EE for self-selected
speed in gait for ten participants was estimated from Eqn. E.1 and E.2 [55]. Maximal oxygen
consumption, V̇O2, was calculated with,
V̇O = Resting V̇O + Speed · 0.1

(E. 1)

where resting V̇O2 was assumed to be 3.5 mL·kg-1·min-1. Speed in m·min-1 was predicted from the
speed of V.Sacrum marker averaged across three gait trials, and the constant 0.1 mL·kg-1·min-1
accounted for the average oxygen consumption for horizontal movement. EE in kCal·min -1 was
finally calculated using,
EE = V̇O · Body Mass · 5.05

(E. 2)

where body mass is in kg and the constant 5.05 kCal·L-1 is the caloric equivalent of 1 liter of oxygen.
Average EE in cycling maintained at 70 RPM and resistance 10 for four participants was directly
measured by using a metabolic cart. Tabulated average EE values for self-selected speed in gait
and cycling are summarized in Table E.1.
Table E.1: Measured energy expenditure (mean ± one standard deviations) for gait at selfselected speed with 10 participants and for cycling at 70 RPM and resistance 10 with 4
participants.
Energy Expenditure
Exercise
Number of Participants
[kCal·min-1]
Gait
(Self-Selected Speed)
Cycling
(70 RPM, Resistance 10)

n = 10

4.17 ± 0.72

n=4

3.62 ± 0.38
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